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Executive summary  
 

 

Quick facts 
 
 86 participants; 13 males and 73 females 

 The National summit had a representation of 45 different organizations  

 6 councils represented 
 5 media houses represented 

 13 government entities represented 
 
Entries in the following categories 
 Gender Based Violence: 5 entries  
 Emerging Entrepreneurship: 10 entries  

 Faith Based Organization: 1 entry  
 Women Rights: 1 entry  

 Gender and Climate change: 5 entries  

 Local Government COE’s: 5 entries  
 Ministries: 6 entries  

 Media content: 6 entries  
 Leadership: 4 entries  

 50/50 campaign: 2 entries  
 

 
Six years have passed since the historic adoption of the Southern African Development 
Community (SADC) Protocol on Gender and Development. Less than two years from now, 

governments will have to account for actions taken to meet the 28 targets of this unique 
sub-regional instrument that brings together existing global and continental commitments 
to gender equality. The MDG targets also have a 2015 deadline. MDG Three concerns 

gender equality. There is already a lively debate on the post 2015 agenda. Pressure needs 
to be mounted to press home the gains in the SADC region, especially in light of the ten 
elections taking place in the region over the next two years. In line with global 

developments, it is also critical that the SADC region redefine its priorities post 2015. The 
SADC region has much to offer, and much to gain, from these global debates. 
 

The first ever Gender Justice and Local Government Summit and Awards took place in 
Johannesburg South Africa in 2010. Under the banner '365 Days of local action to end 
gender violence ' the summit and awards brought together journalists, local government 

authorities, municipalities, NGOs and representatives of ministries of gender and local 
government. After the inception summit, two regional summits followed in 2011, 2013 and 
2013 followed by the 2014 summit which took place from 28th to 29th of April. 
 

The 2014 Mozambican SADC Gender Protocol summit and awards was a great opportunity 
not only for Mozambique but for all SADC countries stakeholders to strategize for the Post 
2015 Agenda through learning from the experiences shared during the summit sessions. 

Participants have made remarkable contributions for their and GL learning process through 
their case studies presented. Although some could not reach the required standards and 
were way above the judges’ and the GL employees expectations, taken as a whole, the 

Gender Protocol Summit was not an ordinary event but a channel were by Gender Links is 
creating within Mozambicans institutions a culture of documenting their work. Many lessons 
were learnt and the next steps advised by the judge’s body such as more commitment by 

the candidates in documenting their best practices seriously as well as improvement on the 
announcement of the summit and submission of entries are to be taken into account not 
only for presenters but also for the GL employees.  

http://www.genderlinks.org.za/page/gender-justice-and-local-government-summit
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The national summit had the privilege to host more than 100 participants during the 2 days 
of its activities. Amongst the participants 20% came from alliance partners, 30% came 

from the local and government and ministries representatives, 30% came from Media 
stream, 20% came from our partners.  
 

For the 2014 Mozambican SADC Gender Protocol Summit and Awards GL office received 
more than 80 entries from which 
other 40 were incomplete and 

44 committed entries being 12 
male entries and 34 female.  
 

The competition was very tight 
due to the high quality of entries 
and had runner ups in most 

categories amongst the runner 
ups we identified 7 women and 
1 man having 6 female winners 

and 2 male winners. The 
National Summit had a 
representation of 45 different 

organizations, 6 Councils, 5 
Media houses and 13 
Government entities 
represented.  

 
The present report covers the all national summit process and progress. It brings the 
outcomes and outputs of the event and highlights the most memorable facts during the 

national summit. The summit was an opportunity and a channel of providing pressure for 
the speedily implementation and monitor accountability and commitments made by 
member states in meeting the 28 targets of the protocol by 2015. It was also an 

opportunity through the launch of the 50/50 campaign to create knowledge and set up 
strategies for the upcoming election on the 15th of October, 2014. The summit was a 
platform for lobbying for a strong 2015 Post Agenda through contributions made my 

participants. A forum and space for stakeholders to build and strengthen synergies between 
the media, local government, ministries, and citizens around the SADC Gender Protocol and 
MDG work. Being the first time to introduce the category for the Ministries, the summit 

created opportunities for those to share how the plan and do the gender budgeting work, 
and to share their best practices and collect as much experience as possible regarding the 
gender mainstreaming and the gender protocol function and purpose. The theme 50/50 by 

2015 and a strong post 2015 agenda reminded participants and contestants to look back at 
the gender protocol targets and make an introspection to evaluate either these targets are 
being taken into consideration on daily bases activities. 

 
The national summit had a very good and diverse representation in terms of participants, 
which was the big achievement made since the event was highly appreciated by the 

participants, special guest of honour, and media as per the Annex A for detailed 
participants list outlining the contact details of all the delegates who attended the 2 day 
national summit.  

 
The national summit program was designed to suit the events main objective that was to 
create an opportunity where contestants will share their experiences to an audience to 

grasp all the good practices and extraordinary experiences. Please see the summit 
programme attached as Annex B.  

Mozambique National Summit 50/50 plenary session 
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The summit was one of the most memorable events and it had continuous media coverage 
for the two days. Astonishing interviews with some of the personalities such as the Minister 

of Women and Social Action, the former Prime Minster and by the Lusophone director and 
participants were given to the massive reporters covering the event. Please see clippings in 
Annex C.  

 
Analysis of participants 
 Male Female Total % Male  % Female  

Entrant 4 40 44 9.09% 90.9% 

Official 4   9 12 0 100% 

Judge 2 9 11 18.18% 81.8% 

Partner/alliance  9 9 0 100% 

Donor 1 2 3 33.3% 66.6% 

Staff  2 5 7 28.5% 71.4% 

Total 13 73 86 12.35% 88.15% 

 
Background  
 

The theme “50/50 by 2015 and A Strong post 2015 Gender Agenda” was the most suitable 
theme for the occasion since the region and the country is fast moving to the deadline to 
implement the SADC Gender Protocol and measure either the targets were met or not. The 

Mozambique Government have compromise and committed to the targets stated in the 
Gender and as implementers of the gender protocol, Mozambique has also a role to play 
and confront the compromises made by the Member Status to the reality and measure how 

many targets have been achieved and what challenges and constraints are congesting the 
implementation of some of the targets of the Gender Protocol in our country in particular 
and region in general.  

 
The year of 2014 have taken a step in advance to see how much work still needed to be 
done for the Gender Protocol targets to be met by the Member States that have ratified the 
SADC Gender Protocol. There is a lot to be done and the time is short to see how much can 

be improved regarding the implementation of the Gender Protocol. The idea of merging 
with the alliance work to make the most out of it is a very good approach since alliance 
plays an important role not only in the dissemination but also through the production of the 

Barometer which provide some light where needed in terms of available information for the 
monitoring of the SADC gender protocol progress done by the member states against the 
implementation of the 28 targets in the Gender Protocol. In Mozambique, the alliance is 

working on the Barometer to be launched soon after the validation process has finished.  
 
Local governments are also playing an important role to achieve the content and principle 

of the national summit theme by using the affirmative action in their councils with 
particular emphases to these councils that have already completed the ten stages of the 
Centers of Excellence. The councils have showed some commitment to achieve the gender 

balance within the institution and is clearly showed that they have managed to understand 
the main objective of the process. As an example, the Chóckwè Council has a lady as a 
Mayor who was the local assembly secretariat until last year. It was also possible to see 

how committed the Councils presidents during the summit. Those instead of sending their 
representatives most of them took leadership to prepare and presented their best practices. 
This was also a land mark throughout entire leadership and commitment by the councils’ 

leaders. 
 
With regards to the media streams, the national media houses that have signed the MOU’s 

are taking all the implementation of the Gender Protocol into consideration and are making 
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an effort to continue draft their Gender Policy and Action Plan. Although we didn’t raise he 
expectations of the nr of the media houses submitting their applications those were part of 
the summit and managed to provide coverage and work with the editor to make the 

summit a success. 
 
Programme 

 
Opening remarks 
Under the leadership of the Lusophone Executive Director, the two days National Summit 

had observed special momentum in general. This was facilitated by the master of 
Ceremony Mrs. Leontina dos Muchangos who was elected for the pleasant role of 
facilitating the summit, Mrs Leontina stated that this is a unique moment and everyone in 

the event should use this opportunity to learn as much as possible from the opportunity 
given by the Gender Links trough the National Summit event. She urged everyone to grasp 
the most out of this moment and use this opportunity to create synergies, use it as a 

chance to exchange contacts and think about ways to implement the lessons gained in the 
event back to normal workplaces and communities.  
 

Mrs. Leontina invited the Lusophone Director who welcome all participants in particular Her 
Excellence Dr. Iolanda Cintura Minister of Gender, the Director explained the objectives of 
the summit and shared during her speech the importance the summit and the exercise of 

documenting submission participants presented as a way of embedding the culture of 
documenting the work that each and every one has been doing in order to achieve gender 
justice and sustainable development. The Lusophone Director also emphasized the 
particularity in which the Mozambique summit was taking place especial after the National 

Conference and the fact that was the 10th summit in the region out of 12 summits taking 
place in the region. The 50/50 campaign and the Post 2015 agenda were also the two 
major aspects mentioned and explained by the Director were she commended all 

participants for their contributions to ensure that their information will also provide inputs 
to the agenda around the 50/50 and the Post 2015 Agenda. A special thanks also was 
addressed to GL Alliance focal point who also played an important role during the process 

of the preparation of the summit.  
 
Besides the Director the UN Women Deputy Country Representative addressed her speech 

and thanked the partnership between Gender Links and UN Women and emphasized the 
contribution this organization has been making to ensure that objectives of the  MDG 3 has 
been prioritized not only by GL but by all stakeholders working in the area of Gender 

Justice. After UN Women’s Deputy Director a word was given to Forum Mulher’s Second 
Vice President who addressed participants and congratulated GL for the hard work done in 
order to make the summit a reality. The second Vice also mentioned the commitment 

Forum Mulher has been making in ensuring that geder issues are on top of the agenda dn 
must be taken seriosly.  
 

Keynote addresses  
The key notes were done for the special guests to the Summit, Dr Iolanda Cintura, Minister 
of Gender and Social Affairs and by the Honourable Dr. Luisa Dias Diogo former Prime 

Minister and the God Mother to the 50/50 campaign in Mozambique. The Ministry of 
Women and Social Action Iolanda Cintura in her address to the audience she highlighted 
the commitment the country has assumed regarding the implementation of the SASC 

Gender Protocol since it was ratified. Since we signed this protocol in 2008, we have 
implemented some activities and one of the most outstanding activities is to disseminate its 
content to the potential individuals and organizations that have the major role in this 

process. We have assured the integration of the SADC Gender Protocol targets in the main 
planning instruments (the 5 year Plan and the National Plan for women empowerment) and 
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we carry regular evaluation of these targets on the planning process. Although without any 
figures to show the progress, the Minister highlighted that Mozambique is making 
significant progresses regarding the implementation of the SADC Gender Protocol.  

 
She referred that currently, the country is registering improvements on the women access 
to education and training, more women participation in the decision making positions and 

access to the initiatives that promote their economic empowerment under equal 
circumstances with men.  Iolanda finished her speech by congratulating Gender Links for 
the work the organization has been doing and whished success to the two days summit. 

 
While on the other hand Honorable Dr. Diogo, had launched the 50/50 campaign and 
invited every citizen to commit themselves in taking the campaign initiative forward. Dr. 

Diogo in her speech congratulated the initiative not only of the 50/50 campaign due to the 
upcoming elections but also the summit initiative which gives opportunity to women in 
particular to share and raised their voices through the work being done. 

 
Dr. Diogo also emphasized the Post 2015 Gender Agenda and the point that must always 
prevail in any action plan, policy, planning, budgeting and be implemented according to the 

targets set in the SADC Gender Protocol. Managers, staff and civil society must always have 
in mind that this campaign is not being launched to take anything away from the men 
desks but to ensure equal rights to women and men  working together to achieve the 

gender balance and try by all means to overcome all the challenges for its implementation. 
Only 16 months remain for the SADC Countries to evaluate the progress on the 
implementation of the 28 targets and Mozambique has done a lot towards it. In the past no 
woman would be considered to be a Mayor or Minister but today that is common and is 

part of our achievements.  
 
Plenary sessions  
The plenary session served also for the Ministries representatives to share their budget 
allocation to gender mainstreaming activities and the representatives of the Ministry of 
Finance, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Public Services and the State Administration shared 

their experiences in gender 
mainstreaming with the audience in 
plenary before the specific summit 

session which followed after. 
 
Before participants and judges break 

into parallel events the Lusophone 
director made a presentation of the 
history of the SADC Gender Protocol 

since its adoption by the Member 
States in 17th of August 2008, Key 
achievements, challenges and the 

road map as we move to 2015 and 
the strategies Gender Links has been 
designing to prepare the Post 2015 

Post Agenda. The Director also 
shared the status of the elections 
process and progress in the region and the different types of election systems the region 

has during the launch of the 50/50 campaign. The Ministry of Gender National Director and 
the Alliance member made a presentation on the Post 2015 Agenda also, while UN WOMEN 
made the presentation on the 50/50 campaign process. To season the event during the 

launch of the 50/50 Honorable Dr. Diogo took all participants to a plenary tour on the 
developments, commitment that the Government of Mozambique has in achieving the 

50/50 Campaign Patrone Former Prime Minister giving award to the gender and climate change 
winner 
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50/50 gender parity and called upon everyone to play their role in achieving the parity 
setting up clear strategies and reminders. 
 
Judges comments  
In general judges felt contestants could have done much more for their participation in the 
summit. All contestants had to improve their work (case studies and presentations) with 

the exception of some winners that proved to be well during the entire process. Judges felt 
some contestants did not make their best effort for their case studies and that may cause 
them to face some problems during the regional summit and together with the GL office set 

strategies to continuously provide them with guidance in preparation to the summit in 
Johannesburg. 
 

Judges also requested GL to inform in advance the next summit at least six months before 
in order to allow candidates to submit their application on time and set a process were by 
will be a type of tutors before and during the summit to make the summit process not only 

a competition forum but also a platform of learning, sharing experiences and knowing how 
to document, do prepare power points and make presentations. 
 
Run-up preparation of the summit; verification exercise, summit planning  
The summit preparation was a complex exercise since both GL staff and council presidents 
were new in the process as result of the last local elections and clear strategies were not 

clearly set to allow better continuity of the process left by the previous president and its 
members, but this was overcome during the pre-summit and verification process held. 
During the summit preparations the office faced various problems with regarding the 
entries and time allocated for the contestants to prepare their case studies. Some entries 

were not completed and some potential contestants gave up the process because the forms 
were too complex and required a lot of supporting documents which they had not yet 
produced.  

 
Some of the contestants had a lot to share regarding their good practices but fail to 
document all the process of their good practice and had very few supporting 

documentations for their good practices.  
 
The verification exercise was done during the pre-summit held prior to the summit to 

inform all the potential contestants and specially the COE’s representatives about the 
Summit process. In that occasion MOU’s were signed (a full report of this activity will 
follow) and the entire summit process explained to the audience.  
 
Support from donors  
The Mozambican National summit had support from donors, although GL was expecting 

more contributions from some other donors whom were approached but at least the 
contributions provided by MASC, UNDP, ACTIONAID and UN WOMEN was appreciated with 
thanks by GL Mozambique.  

 
Summit outputs 
 

Analysis of awards winners 

CATEGORY Winner TOTAL 

 M F M F 

Entrepreneurship - 2  2 

Leadership - 1 - 1 

Women’s rights and post 2015 - 1 - 1 

Climate change - 1 - 1 

Media 1 2 1 2 
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CATEGORY Winner TOTAL 

 M F M F 

Gender Based Violence - 1 - 1 

50/50 - 1 - 1 

Media      

Radio - - - - 

TV 1 2 1 2 

Print  - - - - 

Photojournalism - - - 1 

Institutional      

Local Government COE 1 1 1 1 

Urban – best performer  - - - - 

Rural – best performer  - - - - 

Best improved performance  1 - 1 - 

Media COE     

TOTAL 4 12 4 13 

 

 

CATEGORIES AND AWARDS 
 

 

 
Gender and Climate Change  

 

 
Winner: Gilda Monjane - Energy shop   
 
Case study: “Promoting Rural Development with energy” 
 

Loja de Energias (Energy Shop) is denomination of a concept 
adapted by Gilda Monjane from Mozambique. The initial idea 
was to gather people with common interests and form an 

association aiming to work on promotion of clean and 
renewable energies in order to avoid/reduce CO2 emissions. 
But later it was noted that the activities foreseen for the 

group to be formed could not match with an association as 
some involve revenues due to their nature. It was decided to 
name the initiative Energy shops and get all interested 

partners as managers of different shops along the country to 
help expand the messages and distribute material in very remote off grid places. 

  

 
Ministries  

 

 
Winner: Carla Manjate – Ministry of Fisheries  

 
Case study: “The Ministry of Fisheries Management 
board has a good participation and representation of 

Women (16) and Men (15) in the decision making 

n 

 
Winner Carla Manjate – Government Category 

 

Winner Gilda Mondlane – Gender and Climate 
Change Category 
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positions. These figures comply with the 12th SADC Gender Protocol article” 
 
 Beyond its traditional role of social reproductive woman plays a fundamental role in the  

Artisanal Fisheries and in fish farming, where she is involved:  
 Artisanal Fisheries: Woman owner of Fisheries Kit (rowing-boat, net used to catch fish), 

recollection, trading, Processing, and Fishing.  
 Pisciculture : open tanks, fertilizer, feeding  
 Complementary activities: Co-management; PCR Groups and Associations 

There are some examples of Women's empowerment through the Organization Base 
Community (OBC) such as the cases of Moma, Nampula Province the Association of Fish 

Processors “Gracas a Deus” (Thanks God), has proved to be a group with solid and 
successful organization. 
 

 
Leadership 
 
 
Winner: Acina Taimo – Estofaria Minininha  
 

Case study: “Menininhas workshop – The women who 
changed the mind set”  
 

Acina Taimo became successful businesswoman by 
modernizing her workshop. She gets inspiration on 
successful businesswomen and businessmen and 

believes women are capable. She doesn’t have any 
inferiority complex for working in an activity that is 
traditionally done by men. According to her principles 

there are no activities made exclusively for men and 
she is not afraid of discrimination. Acina Taimo is against all types of discrimination. She 
always fights for woman emancipation and as prove of that she has trained 3 women and 4 

Men in her workshop for free.  
 
This initiative and the activities developed by Acina Shows clearly that she is a good leader 

and leads by example in the fight for the women empowerment in a field that is 
traditionally done by men. By so doing, she is leading the changes of the mentality of other 
women and men in her community.  

 

 
50/50 

 

 
Winner: Generosa Cosa – CeCaGe – Eduardo Mondlane 

University 
 
Case study: “Training for University Managers on Planning and 

gender begetting to Influence the adoption of affirmative 

action in the Eduardo Mondlane University” 
 
The Eduardo Mondlane University (UEM) started a program 

on integration and gradual implementation of the gender 
equality policy in the academic and administrative arena by 
creating the Coordination Centre for Gender Issues in May 

2008. 

 
 

 
Winner Acina Taimo – Leadership Category 

Winner Generosa Jose Cossa – 50/50 Category 
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One of the projects integrated in the above mentioned program is the training of the 
University Management team on gender with particular emphasis on planning and 

budgeting for gender mainstreaming. This training was divided in two stages. The first 
being a 4 days’ workshop that took place outside Maputo province, in Vilankulos, and  the 
second comprised by structured presentations prepared as per the University CeCaGe’s  

request.  
 
The Vilankulos workshop had as its main outcome the outline for the gradual integration of 

the gender issues in the UEM life, and the outcome proposed activities were integrated in 
the UEM operational strategic plan for the period 2010 to 2014.  
 

As a result of the implementation of the strategic plan, the UEM reached some good steps 
regarding creation of opportunities for gender balance, either to at the student’s level or 
the UEM personnel.  

 
On the other hand, it become a common thing to present data desegregated by sex and 
that always gives basis for a gender analyses in each and every report produced at UEM. 

The greatest motivation for this project conception and implementation is related to the 
need to introduce policies, strategies and practices that lead to a significant reduction of 
gender inequalities within UEM and the main objectives are being accomplished.  

 

 
Gender Based Violence 

 

 
Winner: Marcelina Isabel Chai Chai – Mozambican 

Association for Psychological Assistance and VBG Survivors 
empowerment (CA-PAZ) 
 

Case study: “Model of Good Neighbors Based 
Psychosocial Intervention” 
 

The psychosocial intervention model considers a space 
where the community can register different types of 
problems such as lack of security, health problems, 

poverty, violence and sexual abuse, orphans and other children and should be viewed as a 
whole and not parts. The health effect seen in this approach becomes more widespread, 
therefore, considers the health outcome of dynamic balance that involves the physical, 

psychological and body as well as the interactions that it establishes with the natural 
environment and social. 

 

 
Women’s rights 
 
  
Winner: Saquina Mucavel – Woman Gender and Development 
(MuGeDe) 

 
Case study: “Project experience “Fighting for women rights” 
 

MuGeDe is a non-profit civil society organization. It was created 
and recognized in 2004. Mugede works mainly in the environmental 
issues, rural development towards the gender perspective.  

 

 

Winner Marcelina Chai Chai – GBV Category 

Winner Saquina Mucavel – WR Category 
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In 2009, Mugede attended a public tender for a Project denominated “fighting for woman 
rights” and was successful. The project was approved in 2009 and the main objective was 

to empower rural women – through the social economic empowerment, political and 
cultural empowerment were also part of the project.  
 

The main activities in the project were:  
 Providing training,  

 promote adult education  
 provide support for agriculture  

 Provide support for income generation for the rural women evolved with the project  
 Disseminate  the local laws 

 Provide entrepreneurship training  
  Establish synergies an partnership at national, regional and international levels. The 

results of these activities are clear and tangible.  
 
MuGeDe has witnessed more women able to right and read. More women actively 

participate in the political world. Some women has started their own business and have 
improved their diet and their families are also benefiting directly from their knowledge.  

 

 
Local Government Centres of Excellence   

 
 
 Winner: Most advanced: Francisco Soares Mandlate – Chibuto 

Council  
 
Case study: “Chibuto Council for Gender Equality” 
 

The council has the draft of the Gender Policy, Gender 
Mainstreaming Action Plan, and Gender Based Violence Action 
Plan in place.   

As a way to enhance and value gender equality, the Chibuto 
Municipality, began with the drafting of the Gender Policy and is 
currently under discussion between the two municipal bodies the 

council and the assembly. This instrument will somehow respond 
to many situations of discrimination against women at the 
workplace, it will serve as a tool to deal with cases of sexual harassment.  

 
In order to empower women, the Chibuto Council privileges both sexes. The process of the 
allocation of land for housing in 2010 created a zone of expansion in the Neighborhood 

Chimundo in which 50 % of 370 were destined for women.  
 
It should be noted that part of the action plan of the city council, to ensure the distribution 

of 150 plots of total 300 land in the expansion zone still 
on the process. These figures shows clearly that by 
2015, 50 % of women will have access to land 

 
 Most Improved: Jorge Rafael Tinga – Namaacha 
Council  

 
Case study: “Namaacha Council debates the gender 
mainstreaming in the local Government” 

 
 The council works by the philosophy that 

 

 

Winner Francisco Manjate – Most Improved 
Category 

Winner Jorge Rafael Tinga – Most Improved Category 
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promotes gender balance and women's development, prioritizing the women 
employment opportunities and opportunities for further studies;  

 the council encourage also literacy and adult education by mobilizing and opening 

literacy centers within local markets and other places at the neighborhoods District; 
 Ensures the development and gender equity in the institutions of education, 

sensitizing parents and guardians to send girls to school when they reach the 
recommended age, and requiring the Villages Secretaries to report to the local 
authorities cases of children who do not attend school; 

 The council take responsibility on the commitment the Government of Mozambique 
made regarding to the SADC Declaration on integrating gender balance in the plans 

of this authority; 
Promoting the rights of children and women in all statutory National and 
International Human Rights instruments, through awareness campaigns; 

  
Winner: Best Rural: Lídia Frederico Cossa Camela – Chóckwè Council  
 

Case study: “Chóckwè Council debates openly the gender mainstreaming in the local 
Government” 
 

The Chockwe Mayor considers herself to be a very good 
example of change, she makes the commitment to 
empower women within the council. The council’s main 

objectives  include the need to bring women to the light 
regarding their role in the decision making not only in her 
private life but also be part of the decisions at a family, 
village, community district, province and country.  The 

council considers the need to create forums to have the 
women speaking out their thoughts within the decision 
making forums. Give a new vision to the rural women and motivate them to bring 

initiatives to develop the local communities and put them into practice. There is a need 
to encourage women to make their voices heard within their communities regarding any 
aspects.  

 

 

Media - TV 
 
 

Winner: Gilberto Macuacua – HOPEM – Men for Change  
 
Case study: “Initiation Rituals - The Dark Side"  

 
We denounce a serious violation of human rights  
become public information considered  

secret on initiation rites and that some people  
know and are aware but they are afraid to talk because they 
allegedly something very serious could happen to them. 

Broke the taboo that confronting people who lead the  

initiation rituals may even die.  
Journalism requires courage and creativity in finding  

information. We show that since was discovered the idea of investigating cases of rape of 
women during initiation rites, seeking funding and until we spoke with people who are 
prohibited by the tradition to talking about it. 

  
We feel that we contribute to society to make a critical reflection about harmful cultural 

 

 

Winner Lídia Camale – Best Rural Category 

Winner Gilberto Macuacua – Media TV Category 
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practices and also help to ensure that laws against violence and promoting gender equality 
are effectively implemented and enforced. 
 

 
Entrepreneurship 

 
 
Winner: Orcilia William Massingue – Chockwe council  

 
Type of business – “Sale of firewood, charcoal, food non-
perishable, slippers and capulana” 

 
Business Plan - resume:  
I have 29 years old and I do sell of firewood and charcoal for 

my sustainability and of my children’s due to lack of financial 

conditions. So I started doing the business to improve my life 
and ensure the livelihood of my five children, my husband died 

and his family took all our shares and assets leaving myself and children’s unprotected and 
with no place to go.  As I am recovering, my target is to buy a lorry which will be bringing 
my wood and charcoal and stop hiring it and spend a lot of money. 

 
The objectives of my business are: 
 Ensure my livelihood and my family (05 children); 

 Ensure that my kids go to school;  
 Prove to myself and to the entire society that when you suffer such violence you should 

not give up but should follow their dreams and overcome the challenges. 
 

Target Group: community of Chockwe, who goes to the market bought food products and 

in my house where seeing wood and coal. 
 
Summit outreach 

 
The 2014 Gender Protocol Summit 

and Awards was one of the most 
successfully covered from the media 
point of view. We had witnessed the 

presence of more than 15 media 
houses ranging from Print, TV to 
Radio with the objective of sharing 

the Summit process, best practices 
shared based on the implementation 
of the 28 targets of the SADC Gender 

Protocol, the launch of the 50/50 
campaign and the land mark Gala 
Dinner on Awards. 

 
Besides the summit itself media were invited to join due to the fact of the participation of 
high level people such as the Minister of Gender and Social Actions Dr. Iolanda Cintura, 

Former Prime Minister Dr. Luisa Dias Diogo, Donors, Bilateral partners. The opening of the 
summit, namely TVM, TIM, STV, Miramar, RTP, Radio Mozambique, Radio Indico, Jornal 
Noticias, Mediafax, Jornal a Vedade, Maputo Corridor Radio, AIM, Radio Vatican. The same 

media organisations covered the launch on the second day of the 2015 Campaign and the 
Awards announcement. Please refer to Annex D.  
  

 

Winner Orcilia Massingue – Entrepreneurship 
Category 

Plenary session on GBV 
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Summit outcomes 
 

Allow us to say that the summit was a successful event from its beginning opening 
ceremony with the presence of the Minister of Gender, UN WOMEN Representative, Allice 
Second Vice President, National Directors of more than 7 Ministries, Donor representatives 

and more than 80 participants and a strong media representation and coverage, the 
summit exceeded our expectations especial after facing challenges during the process of its 
preparation and luck of response in writing of confirmations to the summit, we suddenly 

saw the conference room full. From the presentations, to the launch of the 50/50 campaign 
throughout the awards giving the summit did exceed the expectations. Some of the summit 
entries focussed on the SADC gender Protocol directly but some entries didn’t focus much 

on the Protocol at work. They concentrated in their good practice and the link between 
their good practice and the targets of the gender protocol appears to be highlighted only in 
compulsory fields. Although it is clear that contestants have the gender protocol in mind 

and implement some of the articles and the gender protocol principles on their daily basis, 
the lack of evidence and supporting document to link the activities to the gender protocol 
was observed along the entire process.  

 
Parallel sessions: Launch of the 50/50 campaign 
The 50/50 campaign launch was a land mark. It was launch by the guest of honour D. 

Luisa Dias Diogo, former Prime Minister and was witnessed by the especial invite from 
Gender Links HQ Dr. Kubi Rama Deputy Chief Executive Officer who come all the way to 
support Mozambique and provide leadership and guide the office on the launch of the 
campaign and the awards 

giving. On behalf of the GL 
Mozambique office I would 
like to take and use this 

opportunity to thank the 
Deputy CEO leadership on 
the summit process in 

Mozambique.  
 
The launch by Dr. Diogo set 

priorities in which GL and 
other partners in 
collaboration with UN 

WOMEN to take the agenda 
forward. UN WOMEN is 

interested in the 50/50 
campaign process because 

it’s part of the organization strategy for the upcoming years.   
The entire summit ceremony was seen as an opportunity for participants to share their 
knowledge and we could witness participants being in the event looking forward for 

creating sustainable partnership and synergies. There is a feeling that the next summit 
must allow more time for contestants to prepare their case studies. All attendants are 
showing signs of willing to take part on the next summit although requesting that more 
time be allocated for the preparations.  

 
Lessons learned 
 

 Summits should be considered a learning approach and a platform to strengthen 
synergies and create linkages among different partners. It should be maximized and 

seen as a process that leads to the culture of documenting the work being done in 

50/50 campaign launch family photo with the Campaign Patrone Former Prime Minister Dr. Luisa Dias Diogo, 
GL Deputy COE, Board Member and summit participants 
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order to replicate it and save human 
and financial resources. The biggest 
lesson learned from the merging 

alliance was that more preparation 
should be made prior to the summit.  

 The role of the Alliance institution and 

the GL role for the summit must be 
very clear from the very beginning 

phase. Alliance should act in 
accordance with what was stated in the 
written documentation /agreement. All 

doubts should be cleared prior to the 
national summit and focal points 
appointed to deal with any arising issue regarding the summit.  

 During the summit, it was noticed that participants get late to the events and delay all 

the process if the organization responsible for the event wait for them to start the event 
but we had faced that problem on the second day of the summit. The other lesson 

about participants was that they hardly fill in the M&E’s correctly. Even if we make an 
announcement for them to fill in the forms they tend to avoid it and the organizers 
have to make an effort to have the forms filled in.  

 Participants want special attention for their needs during the event and that is not easy 
to do. The staff must be firm with the participant’s requests and at the same time fulfil 

their expectations.  
 The quality of presentation was acceptable considering that some of the presenters are 

not familiar with the information technology but make an effort to present the good 

practice at its best.  
 
 

 

Cultural Event – Modelling with traditional costumes 
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Annex A: Participants list 
 

Mozambique SADC Gender Protocol Report 

Summit and Awards 
Maputo – Hotel VIP 

28TH – 29TH APRIL 2014 

 

 Surname Name Designation Organisation/ 
council 

Category Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

1.  Manave Madalena Coordinator da 
undeadNational 

MDN-Ministério 
da Defesa 

Nacional 

 F madalenamanve@gmail.com 824005174 

2.  Cintura Iolanda Minister Minisry of 
Gender 

 F   

3.  Diogo Luisa Former Minister Barclays  F   

4.  Reis Florence Deputy 
Represenative 

UN WOMEN  F   

5.  Machava Rafa Vice President  
MULEIDE 

 F   

6.  Massave Evaristo  MDN-Ministério 
da Defesa 

Nacional 

 M murrandiane@gmail.com 826252830 

7.  Taimo Acina Empreendedora C.M.C.C  F nelsonjuliotovela@gmail.com  

8.  Boane Alberto Vereador Conselho 
Municipal de 

Chibuto 

 M albertoboane21@gmail.com 822648910 

9.  Banze Alice Director Gender Links  F dirlusophone@genderlinks.org.uk 842425928 

10.  Cafricano Xavier Finance officer Gender Links  M mozfinance@genderlinks.org.uk 843720000 

11.  Madope Valentina Program Officer Gender Links  F vmadope@gmail.com 848256498 

mailto:madalenamanve@gmail.com
mailto:murrandiane@gmail.com
mailto:nelsonjuliotovela@gmail.com
mailto:albertoboane21@gmail.com
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 Surname Name Designation Organisation/ 
council 

Category Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

12.  Mucavel Arcénia Intern Gender Links  F vmadope@gmail.com 847338655 

13.  Cuna Vicente Vereador Conselho 

Municipal de 
Chokwe 

 M cunavicente@gmail.com 844607694 

14.  Tembe Ilda Director Nacional Ministerio da 

Justica 

 F ilda.tembe@hotmail.com   

 
824065420 

15.  Marisa Ruth Redactora Forum Mulher  F ruth.marilinda@yahoo.com  840411571 

16.  Joao Marilu Redactora Forum Mulher  F mariludacoincecao@gmail.com  823747881 

17.  Mauelela Isaura Redactora Forum Mulher  F isasuzette@yahoo.com.br  844841239 

18.  Samo Graca Directora 

Executiva 

Forum Mulher  F gracasamo@forumulher.org.mz  826519040 

19.  Mandlate 
 

Sheila 
 

Coordenadora Forum Mulher  F sheila@forumulher.org.mz  825223029 

20.  Cumbi Marta Board Member Gender Links  F marta.cumbi@gmail.com  827875940 

21.  Wachave Julia Delegada 
provincial 

AMMCJ-CD  F tatianawachave@gmail.com  827158240 

22.  Nhaposse Felicia Activista NHAMAI  F  823103130 

23.  Palmira Maria Vice-presidente NHAMAI  F  826382140 

24.  Ebal Aiua 
Palmira 

Mandatada Conselho 
Municipal de 
Mandzakaze 

 

 F  825145446 

25.  Jorse Jacinta Directora 

Executiva 

PROPAZ  F matinada@yahoo.com  825631659 

26.  Matine Sonda 
Samuel 

Empreendedorism
o 

Municipio de 
Chokwe 

 F  822950878 

27.  Macanhe Luisa 
Cristeza 

Empreendedorism
o 

Conselho 
Municipal de 

 F  848867398 

mailto:cunavicente@gmail.com
mailto:ilda.tembe@hotmail.com
mailto:ruth.marilinda@yahoo.com
mailto:mariludacoincecao@gmail.com
mailto:isasuzette@yahoo.com.br
mailto:gracasamo@forumulher.org.mz
mailto:sheila@forumulher.org.mz
mailto:marta.cumbi@gmail.com
mailto:tatianawachave@gmail.com
mailto:matinada@yahoo.com
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 Surname Name Designation Organisation/ 
council 

Category Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

Manhica 

28.  Neves Isabel Assistente. Genero Ministerio da 

Saude 

 F dianashenayder@gmail.com  827448070 

29.  Massingue Orcidia Empreendedorism
o 

Municipio de 
Chokwe 

 F  866448668 

30.  Novunga Milagrosa Consultora Gender Links  F Milagrosanavungo53@gmail.com  824818980 

31.  Macuacua Alice Empreendedorism

o 

Municipio de 

Xai-xai 

 F  863288045 

32.  langa Alice 
Valeriano 

Empreendedorism
o 

Municipio de 
Xai-xai 

 F  826146501 

33.  Jose Atalia Empreendedorism
o 

Municipio de 
Namaacha 

 F  861250292 

34.   Mariana Empreendedorism
o 

Municipio de 
Manhica 

 F  820697531 

35.  Chambisse Ernesto Presidente Conselho 

Municipal de 
Xai-xai 

 M echambisse@yahoo.com.br  824810840 

36.  Manhique Clara Vereadora Conselho 

Municipal de 
Xai-xai 

 F claramanhique@yahoo.com.br  824748070 

37.  Batsana Virginia Vereadora Conselho 

Municipal da Vila 
de Manhiça 

 F v.sune@yahoo.com.br  827003180 

38.  Penicelo Ivone Chefe de 

reparticao 

MTC  F ivonepenicelo@yahoo.com.br  824310990 

39.  Aly Arfa Ponto Focal MTC  F Arfaali2005@yahoo.com.br  826759665 

40.  Nhamuruwe Gloria Assistência 
Tecnica-Genero e 
Desenvolvimento 

  F gnyamuruwe@gmail.com  826120060 

41.  Sacur Cheherzad Gestora de CA-PAZ  F cherysacur@yahoo.com  824407650 

mailto:dianashenayder@gmail.com
mailto:Milagrosanavungo53@gmail.com
mailto:echambisse@yahoo.com.br
mailto:claramanhique@yahoo.com.br
mailto:v.sune@yahoo.com.br
mailto:ivonepenicelo@yahoo.com.br
mailto:Arfaali2005@yahoo.com.br
mailto:gnyamuruwe@gmail.com
mailto:cherysacur@yahoo.com
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 Surname Name Designation Organisation/ 
council 

Category Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

a Recursos Humanos 

42.  Macie Amelia Programas CA-PAZ  F amaliamacie@yahoo.com.br  820662970 

43.  Loforte Ana Maria Coordenadora WSSA-
Moçambique 

 F Analoforte8@hotmail.com  823085450 

44.  Helena Garrine Procuradora-
Assessora 

PGR  F henagarrine@yahoo.com.br  827325570 

45.  Alberto Rosita Oficial de 

Programas 

AWEPA  F r.avaloi@awepa.org.mz 823032098 

46.  Jose Generosa 
Cossa 

Directora CECAGE-UEM  F generosa@uem.mz 823053940 

47.  Francis Palmira 
Pedro 

Membro de 
Direção 

Comité Olímpico  F palmira875@tvcabo.co.mz  823924899 

48.  Ambrosio Juvencio Técnico Assistente SDPI  M juvenciofreiambrosio@yahoo.com  828374260 

49.  Da Gloria Maria  Um. Namasseka      864668801 

50.  Monjane Gilda Assessora de 
Género 

Ministério da 
Energia- Lojas 
de Energias 

 F gilmonjane@gmail.com  
 
gmonjane@hotmail.com  

848726461 

51.  Lisboa Francisco Oficial de Género CEPAGRI/PROS
UL 

 M fra_lisboa@yahoo.com.br  824894510 

52.  Cidalia  Madalena Presidente AVVD  F  847521098 

53.  Matavele Cidalia Para legal AVVD  F  828518890 

54.  Machava Rafa 
Valente 

Diretora Executiva MULEIDE  F muleide@tvcabo.co.mz  823055900 

55.  Mutisse Elisa Chefe de 

Repartição de GBV 

MMAS/DNM  F isamutisse@gmail.com  825904100 

56.  Baúle Judite Técnica MITUR  F jbaule66@yahoo.com.br  827422410 

57.  Neves Maria  Chefe de 
Repartição 

MITUR  F alveschitsembe12@gmail.com  827556800 

mailto:amaliamacie@yahoo.com.br
mailto:Analoforte8@hotmail.com
mailto:henagarrine@yahoo.com.br
mailto:r.avaloi@awepa.org.mz
mailto:generosa@uem.mz
mailto:palmira875@tvcabo.co.mz
mailto:juvenciofreiambrosio@yahoo.com
mailto:gilmonjane@gmail.com
mailto:gmonjane@hotmail.com
mailto:fra_lisboa@yahoo.com.br
mailto:muleide@tvcabo.co.mz
mailto:isamutisse@gmail.com
mailto:jbaule66@yahoo.com.br
mailto:alveschitsembe12@gmail.com
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 Surname Name Designation Organisation/ 
council 

Category Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

58.  Senda Raul Jornalista Jornal Savana  M raul.senda@gmail.com  820131760 

59.  Cumbana Jaime Jornalista Jornal Domingo  M jacumbana@gmail.com  824143830 

60.  Tivane Natércia Directora Nacional 

Adjunta 

Ministério das 

Finanças 

 F Natércia.tivane@dno.gov.mz  843980473 

61.  Nhanale Sérgio Técnico Ministério do 
Interior 

 M Sérgio.nhanale@gmail.com 841973451 

62.  Nelson Sergio dos 
Santos 

Jornalista UEM-Gender 
Links 

 M sergiodoscnelson@gmail.com  829683204 

63.  Buque Sansao Director Nacional 

Adjunto 

MMAS  M  823265860 

64.  Luis Valdo Jornalista Jornal a 
Verdade 

 M valdo.luis8@gmail.com  826160889 

65.  Chooly Catarina Jornalista UEM-Gender 
Links 

 F Catarina.fidelischooly@yahoo.com.br  847925032 

66.  Macuacua Assimina Jornalista UEM-Gender 
Links 

 F assimacuacua@gmail.com  828425098 

67.  Mucavele Saquina Directora 

Executiva 

MUGEDE  F mugede@gmail.com  820644732 

68.  Maibaze Ivete Directora Nacional MICOA  F imaiba@yahoo.com  828946770 

69.  Kohl Eva Representante 
Chefe de 
Cooperação 

Cooperação 
Austríaca 

 F  21317305 

70.  Lithuli Bela 2ª Vice Precidente AMMCJ  F  823070370 

71.  Mutola Zeina Jornalista Radio Voz Coop  F  827229697 

mailto:raul.senda@gmail.com
mailto:jacumbana@gmail.com
mailto:Natércia.tivane@dno.gov.mz
mailto:Sérgio.nhanale@gmail.com
mailto:sergiodoscnelson@gmail.com
mailto:valdo.luis8@gmail.com
mailto:Catarina.fidelischooly@yahoo.com.br
mailto:assimacuacua@gmail.com
mailto:mugede@gmail.com
mailto:imaiba@yahoo.com
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 Surname Name Designation Organisation/ 
council 

Category Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

72.  Matavel Francisco Coordenador OCSIDA  M  826130020 

73.  Cidalia Madalena Presidente AVVD  F  847521098 

74.  Tembe  José  Jornalista  RM/GL   M jtembe1@yahoo.com  82 31 46 190 

75.  Romão Francelina   MISAU/GM   F fromaoster@gmail.com   

76.  Dias  Auonza E. 
S.  

Directora nacional  AFP- CEDIMO   F auonzadias@gmail.com  82 38 16 305 

77.  Jose  Luciano  Chefe do 

departamento  

MIMAS   M Lucianojose13@yahoo.com.br  8283 66 000 

78.  Machonisse  Tania  Redactora  Forum mulher   F taniamachonisse@gmail.com  84 555 90 18 

79.  Vieira Ondina Da 
Barca 

Especialista de 
programas  

ONUMulheres   F  82 30 55 364 

80.  Issá  Fátima  Oficial HIV/SIDA MULEIDE  F Fatisha203@yahoo.com.br  82 38 56 536 

81.  Adamugy Belmiro  Jornalista  Jornal Domingo   M adamugymapilco@gmail.com  82 41 07 360 

82.  Raul  Ernado  Jornalista  RM   M matolafax@gmail.com  82 41 63 398 

83.  Muthemba Silaide Jornalista  RM  F mslaidleonor@gmail.com  82 27 99 85  

84.  Joel Iracema  Jornalista  Jornal o Pais   F Joel.iracema@yahoo.com.br  82 64 64 950 

85.  Velasco Palmira   AMCS  F Velascopalmira14@gmail.com  82 49 68 590 

86.  Agostinho  Marciano  Tecnico de 
planificacao  

CMCXX  M Marciano@gmail.com  82 42 75 830 

mailto:jtembe1@yahoo.com
mailto:fromaoster@gmail.com
mailto:auonzadias@gmail.com
mailto:Lucianojose13@yahoo.com.br
mailto:taniamachonisse@gmail.com
mailto:Fatisha203@yahoo.com.br
mailto:adamugymapilco@gmail.com
mailto:matolafax@gmail.com
mailto:mslaidleonor@gmail.com
mailto:Joel.iracema@yahoo.com.br
mailto:Velascopalmira14@gmail.com
mailto:Marciano@gmail.com
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Attendance by Gender 
 

  Total  

No Number 

of Males 

Number 

of 
Females 

 

13 73 86 

15% 85% 100% 
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Annex B: Programme  
GENDER PROTOCOL NATIONAL SUMMIT 

“50/50 BY 2015: A STRONG POST 2015 GENDER AGENDER” 

 

DAY I: 28TH APRIL 2014 – VIP HOTEL  

08:30 – 09:00 Arrival and registration of summit participants 

09:00 – 
09.30 

OPENING SESSSION  –  PÚNGUE “B”ROOM  

 Welcome notes  – Master of Ceremony – Moderator  

 Cultural moment 

 Context and meeting objectives – Gender Links 

 Intervention of SExcia Minister of Women and Social Action 

09:30 – 10:00 Experiences of some ministries in mainstreaming 

gender-Panel 

Ministries  Finance, Public 

Service, Health, 
State 
Administration 

 

 Intervention of Donors and Partners of 
Cooperation - Panel 

Masc, ONU Women,  DIALOGO, UNDP,  Austrian 
Cooperation, 
Switzerland, PDA 

Representative  

 Family Photo     

100:00 – 

10:15 

Balance of Progress in the Implementation of the 

SADC Gender Protocol - Presentation of Key 
Findings from the National 2013 Barometer  
Explanation of the Citizen score Card 

Gender Links 

 Comments  All  

10:15 – 10:30 Presentation of post 2015 Agenda Fórum Mulher  

 
10:30 – 10:45 Explanation of the Summit process and 

organization of parallel sessions 
Gender Links 

10:45 – COFFEE BREAK  
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11:15 

11:15 – 

13:00 

PARALLEL SESSIONS  

 THEME  1. GENDER BASED 

VIOLENCE   

2. MINISTRIES  3. MEDIA  

 ROOM   Lúrio Room   Púngue “B”Room   Limpopo Room  
 PRESIDENT Bela Lithuri  Leontina Dos Muchangos Rosa Langa 

 REPORTER  Elisa Mutisse  Ana Loforte Gória Muianga  

 JUGDE  Rafa Muchanga    Helena Garrine Celso Manusso 

 JUGDE   Belmiro Adamugy  

PRESENTATIONS  

 PRESENTORS     

  Júlia Wachave  Ivete Maibasse  Zeina Mutola 

  Clara Manhique  Carla Manjate  Gilberto Macuácua  

  Madalena Domingos  Natércia Tivane Yasmin Forte  

  Cheherzada Sacur  Isabel Neves  Yolanda Mussá 

  Maria Clara Paunde  Madalena Manave Palmira Velasco  

   Eduardo Oliveira   

   Rosil Diruai  

13:00 – 14:00 LANCH  

14:00 – 
15:00 

PARALLEL SESSIONS (Cont.) 

   Ivone Augusto Penicelo  

     

 THEME  4. ENTREPRENEURSHIP  5.  50/50 
CAMPAIGN  

 PRESIDENT Elisa Mutisse  Rosita Alberto  

 REPORTER Rafa Muchanga   Bela Lithuri  

 JUDGE   Rosa langa  
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  PRESENTORS  

  Sabina Muchanga Glória Titos Monjane  

  Ivone Sitoe  Generosa Cossa  

  Luisa Macanhe   

  Mariana Cumbana  

   Maria Glória   

   Atália José  

15:30 - 17:00 PARALLEL SESSIONS  (CONT.) 

     

   Alice Valeriano Langa   

   Alice Armando Macuácua   

   Orcilia William Masingue   

   Sonda Samuel Matine   

DAY II: 29th APRIL 2014 – VIP HOTEL  

Short breefing on the 50/50 campaign  GL Board  member  

08:30 – 09:45 A look at the 50/50 campaign  ONUWOMEN  

09:45 – 

10:30 

Launching the 50/50 campaign  SExcia. Dra. Luísa 

Dias Diogo 

 MODERATOR  Fórum Mulher  

 Cultural Moment  

10:30 – 11:00  COFFEE BREACK  

11:30 – 13:00 PARALLEL SESSIONS 

TEMA 6. LIDERSHIP  7.GENDER AND CLIMAT CHANGE  

SALA  Limpopo Room  Zambeze Room  
PRESIDENTE Elisa Mutisse  Leontina dos Muchangos  

REPORTER Rosita Alberto  Ana Loforte 

PRESENTATIONS  

 PRESENTORS 

 Acina Taimo Gilda Monjane 

 Rute Francisco Guidemane  Juvencio Ambrósio 

  Ernesto Daniel Chambisse 

  Ernesto Chambisse  
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  Saquina Mucavel 

  Vicente E.Cuna 

THEME 8. WOMEN’S RIGHTS  9. CENTERS OF 
EXCELENCE IN THE 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT  

10. ALIANCE COALITION 
AND FAITH BASED 
ORGANZATION  

ROOM  Lúrio  Room   Zambeze Room  Limpopo room  

PRESIDENT Bela Lithuri Leontina Dos Muchangos Rosita Alberto  
REPORTER Rosa Langa  Ana Loforte Elisa Mutisse 
JUDGE   Helena Garrine   
 PRESENTORS  

 Saquina Mucavel  Luis Munguambe Júlia Wachave  

  Francisco Soares Mandlate   

  Ernesto Daniel Chambisse   

  Vicente E.Cuna  

  Jorge Rafael Tinga  

13:00 – 14:00 LUNCH  

14:00 – 16:00  Consolidation of entries and classification 

18:00 – 20:30  Gala Awards - see attached program 
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Annex C: Media log 
 
 

Date of interview/ 
article 

Name of media Print, radio, TV Article title/ Title 
of show 

Web address (for online 
article) 

Entered on back 
end form  

24.04.14 AIM Print Gender Links 

reiterates campaign 
for gender equality 

www.aim.org.mz 

www.noticias.sapo.mz 

 

25.04.14 Jornal Noticias Print Maputo hosts a 

summit on gender 

www.jornalnoticias.co.mz  

 

28.04.14 

JornalNoticias Print Maputo hosts the 

summit of good 
practices 
 

www.jornalnoticias.co.mz  

29.04.14 Radio Vaticano Radio Governo e Sociedade 
Civil reflectem sobre 
igualdade do género 

www.news.va  

29.04.14 JornalNoticias Print Gender and 
Development: SADC 
Protocol continues to 

be a challenge) 

www.jornalnoticias.co.mz  

30.04.14 TVM TV Gender Links 
launches the 50/50 

Campaign 

www.tvm.co.mz  

30.04.14 J. Noticias Print Igualdade do género 
ate 2015: metas 

comprometidas. 

www.jornalnoticias.co.mz  

02.05.14 ROSC Print/online  Protocolo da SADC 
sobre o género: 

Moçambique regista 
avanços e desafios.  

www.rosc.org.mz  

http://www.aim.org.mz/
http://www.jornalnoticias.co.mz/
http://www.jornalnoticias.co.mz/
http://www.news.va/
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Date of interview/ 
article 

Name of media Print, radio, TV Article title/ Title 
of show 

Web address (for online 
article) 

Entered on back 
end form  

29.04.14 AIM, O Pais, A 

Verdade 

Print Opening focussing 

on efforts to meet 
the SADC Protocol 
goals on gender and 

development 

  

29.04.14 RM, Radio Indico, 
RTP Africa, MCR 

Radio    

29.04.14 TVM, TIM, 
Miramar, GUNGU 

TV, STV 

TV    

30.04.14 AIM, O Pais, A 
Verdade, 

Mediafax, 
J.Noticias 

Print Focus on the best 
practices 

www.aim.org.mz 
www.opais.co.mz 

www.mediacoop.co.mz 
www.jornalnoticias.co.mz 
www.verdade.co.mz 

 

30.04.14 RM, Radio Indico, 
RTP Africa, MCR 

Radio Focus on the 2015 
Campaign Launch 

www.rm.co.mz 
 

 

30.04.14 TVM, STV, TIM, 

MIRAMAR, 
GUNGU, RTP 

TV Focus on the 2015 

Campaign launch 

www.tvm.co.mz  

01.05.14 Most Media 

Houses 

TV/PRINT/RADIO Focused on Awards   

http://www.aim.org.mz/
http://www.opais.co.mz/
http://www.mediacoop.co.mz/
http://www.jornalnoticias.co.mz/
http://www.rm.co.mz/
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Annex D – Analysis of summit evaluation form  
 

Please score the following 1-10 where 1= very poor; 10 – excellent 
SCORE  

Item  Out of ten 

1. PROGRAMME DESIGN  90.8%  

2. PROGRAMME CONTENT  95.33%  

3. DOCUMENTATION  90%  

4. FACILITATION  92.2%  

5. GROUP WORK  62.8%  

6. OUTPUTS  90.6%  

7. OUTCOMES AND FOLLOW UP PLANS  90%  

8. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY  92.4%  

9. NETWORKING OPPORTUNITY  90.4%  

10. ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS  87.3%  

 
Which session did you find most useful? Why?  
 The GBV presentations since all contestants open an opportunity to share their VBG 

experiences and challenges  
 The presentations made by the Ministries, since we had the opportunity to follow their 

activities concerning the gender mainstreaming  
 Presentation on post 2015 agenda since it allows everyone to know the next steps to 

achieve the targets of the 50/50 campaign  
 The presentations by the contestants  

 The launching of the 50/50 campaign  
 Sharing of the VBG experiences and mutual respect  

 
Which session did you find least useful? Why?  

 None, all sessions were important (9) 
 All sessions were useful, each moment was turned into a learning opportunity  

 

How will you apply what you have gained from this engagement?  

 Share the knowledge gained during the summit  
 Disseminate the learned knowledge back in the community and in the organization (3) 

 The summit motivated to create the Gender Unity within the Organization  
 Improve performance regarding gender and development  

 Learned to document each and every activities in the workplace  
 Help other ladies to come out of poverty just like the entrepreneurship contestants  

 Improve the gender strategy in the Ministry and the Social Economic Plan 

 Making savings is very important for the business to grow  
 Congratulations gender links for the effort to promote women and children rights and the 

gender equality  

 

Any other comments  
 The event ran smoothly  

 Presentations could have been done in plenary to allow everyone to have the opportunity 
consume all presentations and by allowing more suggestions the contestants could improve 
much more their case studies  
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 Application forms should be sent to candidates with one month in advance   

 Entrepreneurship contestants should attend adult schools to improve their business 
management and communication skills  

 Everything was well arranged  

 Congratulation to Gender Links for its fight for gender mainstreaming and development  

 Spent a lot of time with organizational aspects  
 Be strong Gender Links in the fight for the 50/50 

 
 


